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FRONT DESK INCIDENT RESOLVED
by Earl Wilson
The last issue of the Advocatefeatured a story about Michael Scercy, ajlrst year African-American student, who was confronted on Columbus
Day by a white guard while extttng the Lowenstein bullding with his laptop computer in hand.

The investigation initiated by
Dean Feerick was taken over by
John Carroll, Director of Security
for the entire university system.
Mr. Carroll, who has been Director
since late 1992, completed the investigation and issued a report to
the Dean after interviewing all concerned parties.
The report to the Dean listed
the allegations, the findings of the
investigation, brief statements of
nine witnesses, and a conclusion
describing corrective measures
taken by security. Finding that Mr.
Scercy was being "harassed" by the
security supervisor, Mr. Carroll issued an apology "on behalf of the
security department" to Michael
Scercy. However, Mr. Carroll concluded that, after interviewing nine
witnesses and examining all the
proof, "there was not one scintilla
of evidence to support" a finding
that this was a bias related incident. Mr. Carroll's report to the
Dean emphasized the existing "Access Control Guidelines" for securIty personnel as an effective means
to avoid conflict in the future.
Mr. Carroll felt so strongly that
this was not a bias-related incident
that he requested a meeting with
Mr. Scercy, Tracy Murphy (Editorin-Chief of the Advocate), and this
reporter. We met on Monday, November 15in an office in the dormitory.

Marathon Day for

Fordham Students
Diary ofa
Marathoner
By Lisa H. Greene

Sweat, tears, pain, muscle
cramps, hysteria, more pain ...
Sound like the symptoms of sitting
through a Perillo Contracts final?
Guess again ... lt's the joy that is
marathoning. No, not the metaphoric "It's a marathon not a sprint
so pace yourself for the First Year"
marathon. I'm talking about the
real pavement pounding thing, the
greatest race in the world, the New
York City Marathon.

While you were kicking back over brunch and
football on, NoveJ:llber 14, sixteen of your classmates
were seeing the five boroughs on the Blue Line tour.
" Led by tl:lird-year Jennifer Reda. who c~e in 53rd
of the 6.00b women partiCipants with a time of 3:08.
the Fordham crew and abol,J.t 26,984 others took on an
unusually warm fall day (temperatures in the low 70s).
They made , the trek from the Verrazauo Bridge to
Tavern on the Green via Bay Ridge. Sunset Park,
downtown -Brooklyn. Fort Greene, Williamsburg,
Greenpernt (only out-of-towners call it Greenpotnt),

Marathon Sunday. 5:30 a.m.
The alarm blasts. Ohmygod ... It's
Cr1m Law final day, I didn't study,
I'm not ready, I need more time I
AHHHHHHHI I'm jolted out of my
exam-anxiety dream when I see my
Nikes at the door. It's not exam
day, just Marathon Sunday. (So
why do I feel a strange sense of
relief?)
,

6:00 a.m. My Contracts book is
packed in a bag with other mara:
Mr. Carroll indicated in his thon essentials like bananas for leg
meeting with us that he was "dis- cramps, Advil for the obvious,
turbed" by The Advocate's head- Vaseline for chaffing in places you
line, which used the word "bias." , didn't know you could chafe and a
["Bias at the Front Desk" was the note reading "If found, please recomplete headline.) The Advocate turn me to .....
responded that, while we under7:00 a.m. Walking down Fifth
stood his position, we simply reto
catch
the bus for the race start,
ported a story from the perspective
I
think
I
see Gumby walking with
of the student. In addition, we
Captain
Marvel
and Roger Rabbit.
based the article on bias or potenIt
could
just
be
pre-race
hallucinatial bias toward security guards as
well as students and faculty at tions. What was in that pasta
sauce last night anyway?
Lincoln Center.
"This was a confrontational
8:00 - 10:30 a.m. Our bus
situation." stated Carroll. Mter
crawls
over the Verrazano and we
"reviewing the situation," Carroll
get
a
birds-eye
view of the Navy
felt that Scercy "was being harassed
Barracks
on
Staten
Island. It's all
by not being given his ID and was
abuzz
with
marathon
prep. Prebeing harassed again upon his rerace
stretches
at
one
end,
religious
turn to the [Lowenstein) building."
The security guard was "pissed off services for every denomination at
and pointing a finger in the face of' the other. Runners take advantage
Scercy and was "responding emo- of the free food and drink. They
tionally and not professionally." devour doughnuts and wash them
These acts by the guard warranted down with Gatorade. Race officials
warn of the heat and plead with
the ap'ology to Scercy.
Carroll continued that the facts runners to hydrate. The smell of
indicated that Scercy was stopped Ben-Gay is overpowering.
Disturbed by the Headline

Continued on Page 6

Fordhaxn ~aw's
Marat'h on Contingent

Continued on Page 5

,Long Island CIty, the Upper East Side and the South
Bronx.
The race was actually only the fourth hottest in
history, according to marathoner Ted Hosp, who got
that tidbit of info from someone who knows about
these things. He fmished the race in just under five
Hours.
The other Fordham runners (finishing times noted
where available) were Maura Bleichert (3:45), Laura"
Cirillo (3:37). Beth Gannon, Scott Goldsmith, Lisa H.
Greene (see article). Lisa Hochman. Peter, Lattman(3:36), Ethan Leonard. Paula LOwitt, Ann O'Connell
(S:57), Brian Donoghue (3:50). Rob QUinn, Lee PoUkoff
(3:30), Olaf Schmidt (LL.M), and Scott Shaffer.
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Students looking to combine an interest in foreign or
international law with travel next summer should apply for
the Marks &: Murase and MCI International Law Summer
Fellowships. These two fellowship programs, which award
up to $5,000 each, were established by Fordham Law School
alumni to assist Fordham Law students. Applications are
available in the office of the International Law Journal (Rm.
015). The deadline for submissions is 10 March 1994. An
information session will be held in January for those who
missed the one held earlier. However, interim questions or
statements of interest may be addressed to the International
Law Journal or to Matjorie Martin, Rm. 012, (212) 636-6827.
The Law School is looking for imagination and creativity
in the Law School community to present the Fourth Annual
Spring Exhibition of Art. If you take a study break to paint,
sculpt, knit or do computer art, see or leave a note for
Matjorie Martin, Rm. 012, (212) 636-6827.
Clan na' Gael held a shindig at Paddy Reilly's Pub on
Wednesday, November 17. Dean Reilly did ajig to the music
of Black 47 with about 25 Fordham Law students; Kevin
Hanratty was seen raising his clenched fist in solidarity with
the working masses during the show.
Fordham Jewish Law Students Association presented
"Jewish Perspectives on Lawyering" on Tuesday, November
16. Professor Abramovsky moderated a panel including
Judge J. Hornblass, Acting Justice, Supreme Court of the
State of New York; Our own Professor Pearce; Alice Shooman, .
Staff Attorney for The Legal Aid SOCiety; and, Michael Katz,
Practicing Attorney and President of the Young Jewish
Lawyers Guild. Professor Abramovsky said the event was a
smashing
success.
Fordham
University honored Fidel V. Ramos, President
of the RepubUc of the PhiUppines, by presenting him with
an honorary Doctor of Laws degree for his commitment to
democracy in his country. University President Joseph A.
O'Hare, S.J., conferred the degree at a private ceremony
Tuesday, November 16 in McNally Amphitheater. Through
the years Fordham has developed a special relationship with
the Philippines. Father O'Hare's connection with the Philippines spans nearly 40 years, including his training as a
Jesuit and his early education. He studied at Berchmans
College in Cebu City from 1954 to 1955 and served on the
faculty of the College of Arts and Science at the Ateneo de
Manila University in the Philippines from 1955 to 1958 and
again later from 1967 to 1972.
.
Fordham Law Chapter ofAmnesty International tabled
an urgent action two weeks ago expressing concern about
Ruben Ayllon Espinoza's reported detention on 10 September and his subsequent "disappearance." The petition urged
that if in detention, the government of Peru bring him before
a judge and either release him or charge him with a recognized criminal offense.
On Monday, November 15. Ruth Messinger was keynote
speaker on "Work and Family in the Balance: New Directions
in the 1990's." The event was part of a continuing series
celebrating women at Fordham Law. Ms. Messinger took
office as Manhattan Borough President on January I, 1990
after serving 12 years on the New York City Council. On
Thursday, December 2 at 6 p.m. a panel discussion was
presented on "How to Avoid Bumping into the Glass Ceiling"
moderated by Dean Vairo. Panelists and included the
Honorable Myriam J. Altman of the Supreme Court of New
York.
.
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Letters to the Editor
The Advocate failed to make clear in its last issue that Professor
Phillips was invited by the Editor to respond to Professor Alan Dershowitz'
article "Is a homosexual afit parent?" The Advocate does not concur with
the opinions expressed by Professor Phillips, but supports his constitutional right to express an opinion on the subject. The Advocate seeks to
publish the diverse range of opinions represented in our community.
I

We write in response to Professor Phillips' article, Is a Homosexual
a Fit Parent:? Professor Phillips
concludes that the Virginia judge
who awarded custody of a child to
the grandmother to "protect" the
child from the homosexuality of his
mother acted appropriately because
of the possibility that "living in the
milieu of a homosexual household
would seriously damage the child.
"

We strongly disagree with this
analysis. There is no scientific
evidence supporting the proposition that children suffer a generalized harm by virtue of living with
homosexual parents. Decisions to
terminate custody because of parental unfitness should be based
on individualized determinations
of unfitness as a parent, not on
generalized harms which are imagined to flow from the parents' sexual
orientation.
Moreover, the statement that
homosexuality is a "compulsive ...
disorder" has been resoundingly
rejected by the medical profession.
The equation of homosexuality and
alcoholism is totally unfounded:
alcoholism is indeed a disease: homosexuality is not.
More fundamentally, unsub~
stantiated claims of generalized
harm flowing from exposure to homosexual parents are little more
than a mask for moral disapproVal.

For example, although Professor
Phillips begins by arguing that homosexuality is "morally neutral," it
is apparent that the ultimate harm
he envisions occurring to the exposed child is a greater inclination
himself or herself to become homosexual. Only Professor Phillips'
belief in the enormity of this "harm"
could lead to the conclusion that
parental homosexuality is an extraordinary circumstance justifYing the imposition of the documented harms associated with terminating parental custody.
Custody decisions should not
be based on a judge's moral disapproval of the sexual orientation of
parents. The right to raise one's
children is a fundamental right in
ou!" society and should not be denied on the basis of prejudice and
intolerance toward homosexuals.
James L. Kainen
Matthew Diller
Dan Richman
Deborah Denno
Russell Pearce
Martin Flaherty
Andrew Sims
Helen Bender
Mrujorie Martin

Deborah Batts
Bruce Green
James Fleming
Mary Daly
Tracy Higgins
Roger Goebel
Marc Arkin
Bill Treanor .
Andreas Reindl

more letters on page 7
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A Holiday. Rhyme
by Jeremy Klausner

'Twas the week before finals, when all through the
school.
Not a student was smiling it was all rather cruel;
The heat in the place is unbearably high,
In hopes that the students will wither and die;
The outlines are copied at Mike's Instant Press
(Who's making some bucks on this whole law
school mess);
And registration to boot, oh my what a gas,
I'll pay you to fmd me an interesting class;
While out on the plaza, the construction goes on,
It closed when I came and will open when gone;
I was watching the progress one day around three,
And wondering what those glass structures could
be,
When what to my wondering eyes did appear?
But Blackstone himself, the great and revered;
"Come with me" he shouted, and ran off real quick,
"And law school, I'll show you, is one easy trick!"
More rapid than lemmings his followers came,
All waiting with pleasure to find out his game;
"Now Contracts," he shouted, "and Evidence too!
And Patents and Space Law are easy to do!
Just buy my new books, and I promise you'll shine,
Each copy's specially priced at nine ninety-nine!"
It was ghastly to watch old Blackstone cash in
But like lightning the books disappeared from his
bin;
"I know that the market for jobs is quite tough,"
He shouted, intending to sell us more stuff;
"I have the solution," his pitch was frrst rate,
"With this Guide To Employers for twelve ninetyeight!"
As I turned to retreat from the frightening noise,
Old Blackstone did follow, his bag full of toys;
"So where are you going, you miserable fool?
To make it through law school I've got every tool!"
So I asked for a job in my most pleasant voice,
And he checked his list of the naughty and nice;
"I see on your transcript you're not law review,
So what in the hell do you expect me to do?"
With a tear in my eye, I walked out of sight,
And decided to study, to put up a fight;
So what of exams could I look forward to?
What grueling experiences would I soon go through?
Could I locate a classmate who would be so kind,
To provide me with all of the needed outlines?
And what study aids to buy, what magical stuff?
Are Emanuel's, Nutshell, and Hornbook enough?
Or should I heed old Blackstone, and buy his book
. too?
It's new on the market, what harm could)t do?
Then on to the tests, where the students look pale,
And if you write in the margins, you'll most likely
fail;
And then just to hammer the nail in your tomb,
Your grades · will be posted on the great wall of
doom;
And so I exclaim, as only third year's can do,
In just six short months this hell will be through; ..
As I close out this rhyme, I'll say one thing more,
Good luck! Happy Holidays! See ya in '94.
Thanks to Clement Clarke Moore for his timeless ode to
Christmas and Mike McDaniel for helping take this one to
eleven.

WATCH YOUR GRAD~ SOAR !
PASS THE BAR EXAMtNATION!
1-

Use the Skilllman Method. TM
"I passed three bar exams (NY, NJ, & CA) on the first
try because I used the Skillman Method."
B. Chan
Boalt Hall, UC Berkeley
"Using Professor Skillman's methods and assistance,
I passed the NY and NJ bar exams and scored high
enough on the MBE to make me eligible for admission
to the District of Columbia bar."
J. Tudy-Jackson .
Harlan Fiske Stone Scholar
Columbia University
EXCEL offers Small Classes and Individual Instruction!
EXCEL presentations have been sponsored by Fordham,
Columbia, Pace, Touro, the Legal Aid Society of New
York, and the New York City Bar Association .
"Professor Skillmann's lessons in writing answers to
essay questions received virtually universal praise."
Legal Aid Society of NY
Report and Recommendations

Exam Writing Class
How to Prepare for the Bar

December 5
December 11 & 18

Call EXCEL, Inc.
NY 212628-5109 CA 510 452-1415
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Students Petition for Improvements in Computer Center
First oj a two part series r
by Earl Wflson
"It fs outrageous that there fs
only one printer fn the law school to
servfce 1.500 students. Injact. at
times there has been NO PRINTER.
It fs also rfdfculous that people have
to waft on lfne to use the computers
when there are eleven computers
not fn use fn (the] "trafnfng lab." At
any gfven tfme. there are also several computers that do notjunctfon
at all... It fs not unreasonable that
these problems cannot be addressed
qufcker and more elftcfently." - excerpt jrom student cfrculated petftton

The above is an excerpt from a
petition circulated in October by
second year day student Karla
Sanchez. and sent to Paul Woomer
and Patti Maslinoff of the Computer Center. and Dean Reilly. It
was one of many petitions circu1ated by students concerned about
the Computer Center and its myriad
problems. Sanchez's petition. which
contained one hundred and forty
one Signatures. in addition to other
complaints from students and administrators. led Dean Reilly. Patti
Maslinoff. Director of the Office of
Information Systems and Planning
at the Law School's Computer Center. and Paul Woomer. Manager of
Technical Education and Resources. to meet to discuss possible solutions. One solution agreed

resumes and cover letters tend to
wear down printer mechanisms.
Several approaches are being considered. including limiting or curtailing printing of resumes on bond
paper in order to save the printers.
The stress on the laser printers
could be lessened if Westlaw and
Lex1s connected to their own dedicated printers. According to
Maslinoff. the two legal database
companies should have installed
the printers at the beginning of the
semester. The delays have been
caused solely by Lex1s and Westlaw.
The printers are the first ever to be
installed in any law school anywhere in the United States.
With regard to repair of the
printers. Maslinoff indicated that
the Center has a maintenance contract with General Electric. GE has

an 8 hour turnaround. This means many. is that Fordham has one of
that if a printer or computer breaks the most liberal computer centers
down. GE must respond within 8 in the country. That story will be
business hours. excluding week- covered in a subsequent article.
ends.
However. as a result of the
The following Wednesday at meeting. the following actions will
5:00 PM. a follow-up meeting was be taken with regard to remedying
held in Patti Maslinoffs office to immediate problems:
fully discuss problems that students were experiencing and to open
1) Next week. Westlaw will to
the lines of communication between set up and implement their dedithe center and the students. Present cated printer. Lexis has not yet
at the meeting were Patti Maslinoff. indicated when they will install their
Paul Woomer. Michael Emmanuel. printer. Each students will be able
Eric Feldt. Min Hee Park and this to print as many as 12.000 lines of
reporter. The discussion ranged text per day (that's approximately
from printer problems to specific 200 pages) on the Westlaw printer.
guidelines instituted by Maslinoff Lexis has no limit on printing at
when she Joined in the Spring of this time. Westlaw and Lexis will
1993. the inaugural opening of the be responsible for any problems
Center. What is interesting to note.
and will no doubt be sur risin to Continued on Page 10

PIEPER WANTS YOU

upon was to set up a coIIlIIlittee

composed of two students. two lab
mOnitors. Woomer and Maslinoff.
Dean Reilly subsequently contacted
the Student Bar Association with
the idea. At the same time. the SBA
was taking action on the matter
and opening lines of communication with the Computer Center personnel. Thus. on Wednesday November 10. at 3 PM. Ms. Maslinoff
met with Michael Emmanuel, Treasurer of the SBA. to discuss the
complaints.
Announced in the SBA Update
on Nov. 4-11. the meeting was deSigned to "address grievances and
act upon [students') suggestions."
Initially. those unable to attend
were invited to submit complaints
in writing so that it could be presented for discussion at 'the meeting. However. it was agreed that. at
this first meeting. Emmanuel would
represent the student body and
indicate their concerns to Maslinoff.
At the top of the list of students'
complaints. of course. was the lack.
of printing services as addressed in
Sanchez' petition. Additional complaints included lack of space in
the computer room and insufficient
computers for student use when
the main room became crowded.
There were specific requests by students to have the "training room"
next door opened up when the computer room is overfilled. Maslinoff
responded that much of the printing problems were caused by frequent printing of voluminous pages
from Westlaw and Lexis as well as
other documents. In addition. printing of bond paper and envelopes
that many students use to print

To SWITCH Your Bar Review!
Don't lose money because of a foolish
mistake! You can make a change without
losing any money! Pieper will credit up to
$300 put down on another review course".
All you have to do is send in proof of payment with your application.

IT'S THAT SIMPLE!
SO DON'T WAIT!!! CALL NOW!!!
..

PIEPER NEW YORK MULTISTATE BAR REVIEW, LTD.

1-800~G35-6569
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Marathon

(from page 1)

10:30 a.m. Pre-race fun is over
and it's time to line up. Is that my
heart pounding or is that just the
sound of 52,000 feet making their
way to the start? Can I still back
out? How would I get home ifl did?
Oh God, what was I thinking? Panic
sets in. I turn to find a woman
wearing a shirt that reads, ''I'm 86
and this one is for my grandkids."
This is going to be a very long race.
10:50 a.m. The cannon sounds!
The Verrazano Bridge shakes under the pounding. Runners with
cameras hop onto the divider for a
quick picture, some rush to the
edge for a last minute "pit stop."
Marathon Sunday must be the only
day of the year when you're not
arrested for public urination.
WELCOME TO BROOKLYN!
The crowds are cheering, the course
is flat, a different band plays at
every mile and itfeels like the world's
biggest block party. At mile 8 where
the men and woman merge, two
runners take it literally and get
married on the steps of The Brooklyn Academy of Music. They rejoin
the race and go on to beat most of
us anyway.
WELCOME TO QUEENS! The
halfway point is just ahead at mile
13.2. Crowds are still cheering,
legs are still moving. That's a good
s ign. I wonder when the mythical
"runner's high" kicks in. I hope I

haven't missed it.
THE 59TH STREET BRIDGE! I
start up the ramp. I never noticed
this steep hill before, at least not in
a car. I hear the cheers of the
infamous First Avenue crowds and
pick up the pace. Is that Born to
Run I hear?
WELCOME TO THE BRONX
(AND THE WALL)! I may have
missed the runner's high but there
was no aVOiding the "Wall" near
mile 20. If I hit it any harder, I
would have broken my nose. My
body was experiencing new levels
of pain it had hoped never to know
before childbirth.
CENTRAL PARK! 1'here it is,
Central Park. Who knew it was
so ... mountainous ! When did all
these hills get here?
CENTRAL PARK SOUTH! Plaza
Hotel, one more mile, legs don't fail
me now! I see Columbus Circle but
it doesn't seem to be getting any
closer. Am I moving at all?
THE
FINISH
LINE!
Ohmygod ... there
it
is ... so
close .. .almost there .. .and then, the
pain vanishes, just for a moment as
I cross the line. After this, Contracts will seem like a breeze ... NOT!
A big CONGRATULATIONS to
all the other Fordham Law Students who ran! (Editor's Note - The
names oj all Fordham participants
appear on Page 1.)

r'lL LET YOUR E>WERl
wrrNESS KEEP 1l-tE HAT ANU PlPE, ~UT HE

\fALRI4"HT, C.OUNSEL.,

CAN'T CALL YOU

'DR.

WATSON' IN FRONT

OF THE J'lJRY ••• "

New Faculty at Fordham

Bringing a Social
Perspective to the Law
By Marisa Esposito
Matthew Diller, a new professor of civil pro-cedure at
Fordham, views the teacher / student relationship as a
two-way process. Teaching students has "forced me to
think about the subject matter more systematically. I've
been rethinking why rules are the way they are. They
make more sense to me now that I've practiced them."
Reviewing the material with the students has been
beneficial to Professor Diller, but he also believes that he
is helping the students by "giving them the basic tools to
think through legal issues." .
This also involves discussing social problems, ~c
cording to Diller. He hopes to teach poverty-related
courses at Fordham because he believes that "dealing
with social problems is one of the most fundamental
tasks that faces law in this country."
Professor Diller's interest in social problems stems
from his work as an attorney in the Civil Appeals and
Law Reform Unit of the Legal Aid Society, a position he
held for seven years. He was responsible for bringing
class-action suits against government agencies, challenging their policy about who's eligible for their benefits.
While at the Legal Aid Society, he trained new legal
aides, a situation that he views as different from his
present teaching position. "Law s'tudents listen in a
different way. They aren't going to remember specific
rules and details. I give them basic conceptions and how
to think about them. The legal aides approached the
subject with 'what do I need to know ...'
Professor Diller graduated magna cum laude from
both Harvard College in 1981 and from Harvard Law
School in 1985. He was an editor of the Harvard Law
Review and wrote his note on the attorney-client privilc::ge in class-action lawsuits. In addition, he also
published an article on the Social Security
Administration's policy of non -acqUiescence for the Yale
Law Journal in January 1990.
Mter graduating from law school, he clerked for a
year with Judge Mansfield of the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit. He values his experience as a law
clerk and highly recommends it to students. He worked
as an attorney with the Legal Aid Society and was an
adjunct professor at New York University Law School
where he taught Government Benefits Law in 1989 and
in the spring of 1993. He decided to co~e to Fordham
because he was "impressed with the amount ofintellectual work going on here" and because he felt that it was
a warm place with a sense of community. His enthusiasm about Fordham is very apparent and we are lucky
to have him here.
Also, congr'a tulations to Professor Diller and his wife
on the arrival of their baby boy, Michael Kennedy Diller.

NEXT DEADLINE FOR
SUBMISSIONS TO
THE ADVOCATE is
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 12
Remember, submit a disk in
MS Word or WordPerfect
format!
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Front Desk

(from page 1)

simply because the guard saw an
electric cord hanging down from
his laptop while he was carrying it
toward the front door of the
Lowenstein building. Scercy was
carrying the laptop computer to
give to a friend who was waiting for
him outside the building. In his
haste to stop Scercy, whom he
deemed to be a potential perpetrator, the guard shouted, "Hey you!"
and approached Scercy aggressively. As the incident escalated,
both participants became angry and
that is when the confrontation ensued.
Carroll stated that he found
that no "derogatory remarks" were
uttered by the guard. The guard
was simply "frustrated" and both
individuals "disrespected each
other" during the incident. Carroll
claimed that once Scercy was identified as a student, "it should have
been over."
"I disagree that it would have
been different if you were Caucasian," Carroll stated to Scercy. "You
were frustrating him [the guard].
He felt the computer might be stolen property. You refused to let him
see the computer ... You were angry
and he was angry and there was a
power play."
In response to Mr. Carroll's assessment, Michael Scercy indicated
that he doesn't carry his laptop
with the cord dangling but routinely wraps up his computer
tightly. "That's the way 1do it allthe
time," Scercy stated. "The way he
treated me allover gave me an
indication of bias. I did not think
this way initially but when his demeanor did not change after he
discovered that I was a student and
after he refused to return my ID, I
felt he acted in a bia&ed manner."
Scercy stated that one does not
have to shout epithets in order to
be acting out of bias.
Scercy said that he had no problem with letting the guard see the
computer, but that he simply did
not want to "let him have it." "People
carry laptops all day, every day,
why was 1 stopped?" "I tried to step
back and not feed into the power
play," Scercy asserted. Because he
felt he was being singled out for
disparate treatment, he eventually
reacted angrily.
Replying to the assessment of
the nine witnesses who were interviewed for the Director's report,
Scercy noted that the guard and he
were "the only ones who took part
in this entire affair." "Each witness
either saw the beginning or the
end, but not the entire thing" so
they were not in position to make a
proper evaluation." Nevertheless,
Scercy asserted that he was "satisfied that it was over." "I know that
I will not get an apology" from the
responsible party. Scercy opined
that, though their conclusions were
different, Mr. Carroll was a "good
person" for so quickly resolving the
issue.

By finding against one of his
own men, Carroll placed himself in
a tough pOSition. Scercy finished
by stating that he "did not corne to
law school to get into this type of
thing" and wished to move on.
A brief hist ory

Carroll recalled that guards
werer reqUired to check all persons
IDs after he discovered African
American and Hispanic students
at Rose Hill were being stopped and
asked for ID while others were not
because theywere not "suspicious."
"I instituted a rule that everyone
should be asked for an ID, even the
President of the University."
Asking everyone, however,
turned out to be problematic and
was considered "harassment" in
and of itself by some. Guards were
then instructed to let those individuals whom they knew to pass
without showing their 10.
"The idea is to take out the '
variables," Carroll declared, "if any
prejudice exists, the guard must
take it out of his or her heart."
"Security is difficult because it exists to prevent larcenies and other
crimes. People take things from the
school and security is constantly
trying to stop them."
Preparation for the Future

Maintaining that "no evidence
existed of bias or prejudice" and
that Scercy "sensed bias that day
based on his experience," Carroll
proclaimed that "there's a real sincere effort to correct all the problems" at the University. On that
note Carroll restated the Access
Control Guidelines he instituted.
They are as follows:
- Guards are to ask for identification from everyone, unless
the individual is known, and
to seek cooperation of students and faculty
- If an individual asks why
someone before them was let
in without showing their 10,
security personnel are to say
that they knew the person
who went before.
- Security personnel are to treat
everyone exactly the same regardless of who they are.
- Sensitivity training continues
to be part of the training process - all guards are trained
1/2 hour every single tour. A
tour is a 8 and 1/2 hour block
(including 1 hour lunch).
Carroll indicated that security
must continue to emphasize "people
skills" because train because "it's a
big part of doing business." "We
have an expansive program to teach
them to treat others well. The
guards, for the most part, are
hardworking and dedicated group."
"I want the men to feel that they can
act without worrying about offending someone or being labeled as
biased. I hope that something positive can corne form this incident."
The key for all of us in the community' Carroll concluded, is to "respect one another."
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Front Desk

(from page 1)

simply because the guard saw an
electric cord hanging down from
his laptop while he was carrying it
toward the front door of the
Lowenstein building. Scercy was
carrying the laptop computer to
give to a friend who wc\s waiting for
him outside the building. In his
haste to stop Scercy, whom he
deemed to be a potential perpetrator, the guard shouted, "Hey you!"
and approached Scercy aggressively. As the incident escalated,
both participants became angry and
that is when the confrontation ensued.
Carroll stated that he found
that no "derogatory remarks" were
uttered by the guard. The guard
was simply "frustrated" and both
individuals "disrespected each
other" during the incident. Carroll
claimed that once Scercy was identified as a student, "it should have
been over."
"I disagree that it would have
been different if you were Caucasian, " Carroll stated to Scercy. "You
were frustrating him [the guard).
He felt the computer might be stolen property. You refused to let him
see the computer ...You were angry
and he was angry and there was a
power play."
In response to Mr. Carroll's assessment, Michael Scercy indicated
that he doesn't carry his laptop
with the cord dangling but routinely wraps up his computer
tightly. ''That's the way I do it allthe
time," Scercy stated. "The way he
treated me allover gave me an
indication of bias. 1 did not think
this way initially but when his demeanor did not change after he
discovered that I was a student and
after he refused to return my 10, I
felt he acted in a bia&ed manner."
Scercy stated that one does not
have to shout epithets in order to
be acting out of bias.
Scercy said that he had no problem with letting the guard see the
computer, but that he simply did
not want to "let him have it." "People
carry laptops all day, every day,
why was I stopped?" "I tried to step
back and not feed into the power
play," Scercy asserted. Because he
felt he was being singled out for
disparate treatment, he eventUally
reacted angrily.
Replying to the assessment of
the nine witnesses who were interviewed for the Director's report,
Scercy noted that the guard and he
were "the only ones who took part
in this entire affair." "Each witness
either saw the beginning or the
end, but not the entire thing" so
they were not in position to make a
proper evaluation." Nevertheless,
Scercy asserted that he was "satisfied that it was over." "I know that
I will not get an apology" from the
responsible party. Scercy opined
that. though their conclusions were
different, Mr. Carroll was a "good
person" for so qUickly resolving the
issue.

By finding against one of his
own men. Carroll placed himself in
a tough pOSition. Scercy finished
by stating that he "did not come to
law school to get into this type of
thing" and wished to move on.
A brief hist ory

Carroll recalled that guards
werer required to check all persons
IDs after he discovered African
American and Hispanic students
at Rose Hill were being stopped and
asked for ID while others were not
because theywere not "suspicious."
"I instituted a rule that everyone
should be asked for an ID, even the
President of the University."
Asking everyone, however,
turned out to be problematic and
was considered "harassment" in
and of itself by some. Guards were
then instructed to let those individuals whom they knew to pass
without showing their 10.
''The idea is to take out the ·
variables," Carroll declared, "if any
prejudice exists, the guard must
take it out of his or her heart."
"Security is difficult because it exists to prevent larcenies and other
crimes. People take things from the
school and security is constantly
trying to stop them."
Preparation for the Future

Maintaining that "no evidence
existed of bias or prejudice" and
that Scercy "sensed bias that day
based on his experience." Carroll
proclaimed that "there's a real sincere effort to correct all the problems" at the University. On that
note Carroll restated the Access
Control Guidelines he instituted.
They are as follows:
- Guards are to ask for identification from everyone. unless
the individual is known. and
to seek cooperation of students and faculty
- If an individual asks why
someone before them was let
in without showing their 10.
security personnel are to say
that they knew the person
who went before.
- Security personnel are to treat
everyone exactly the same regardless of who they are.
- Sensitivity training continues
to be part of the training process - all guards are trained
1/2 hour every single tour. A
tour is a 8 and 1/2 hour block
(including 1 hour lunch).
Carroll indicated that security
must continue to emphasize "people
skills" because train because "it's a
big part of doing business." "We
have an expansive program to teach
them to treat others well. The
guards. for the most part. are
hardworking and dedicated group."
"I want the men to feel that they can
act without worrying about offending someone or being labeled as
biased. I hope that something positive can come form this incident."
The key for all of us in the community' Carroll concluded, is to "respect one another."
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Letters (continued from page 2)
It is impossible to answer the
question posed by Professor Phillips
("Is a Homosexual a Fit Parent?,"
The Advocate, Nov. 8, 1993) without determining the standard(s) by
which "fitness" is to be judged.
One possible standard is morality, as in "homosexuality is immoral" or "living with a homosexual
parent leads a child to immoral
conduct." (I include statements
like "homosexual conduct is unn a tural" as of the same sort, since
"na ture" is being used in a moral
rather than an empirical sense.) It
is possible to disagree with conclusions based on moral standardsand I most emphatically disagree
with Professor Phillips'-but it is
extremely difficult to argue ration ally about them unless there is
agreement on the moral premises.
A second standard of fitness is
legality, as in "living with a n omosexual parent is not in the best
interests of the child, according to
the law. " This problem Professor
. Phillips and I can debate rationally,
because there are external standards ("the law") by which our arguments can be judged. Looking at
the problem in legal terms, the
question then becomes the criteria
by which the law determines the
child's best interests. As I understand it, the law does not care
about morality qua morality. Thus,
(to use Professor Phillips' analogue)
the law does not decide that living
with an alcoholic parent is not in
the child's best interests because
alcoholism (or alcoholic behavior)
is immoral (though some believe it
so) or because it might lead the
child to alcoholic immorality; rather,
the decision is made because an
alcoholic parent is thought more
likely to abuse or neglect the child.
For Professor Phillips' argument to
be persuasive against a legal standard, then, he must show a greater
likelihood that a child reared by a
homosexual will be neglected or
abused (but not abused in "soul." a
moral concept) or likely to grow up
to do something like that to others.
There are undoubtedly other factors that the law considers besides
neglect or abuse in deciding best
interests, but in our society it is
impermissible to say that adhering
to a particular morality or even
acting in a harmless way that is
"bad" only by reference to a particular morality can be legally determinative.
A principal difficulty of Professor Phillips' column is that ultimately his justification of the "unfitness" label depends on his moral
judgment ofwhatis "natural," "complete," etc. While an individual
may use a moral standard in deciding on his/her own conduct, it is
not sufficient in our sqciety to justify a court's action.
The preceding is my attempt to
deal rationally with the substance
of Professor Phillips' column. I now
want to consider the column in the
context of Fordham Law School. I
think we have a very difficult problem as a community. Professor

Phillips' expressing his deeply and
sincerely held moral views is perceived by others as "gay-bashing."
Expressing equally deeply and sincerely held moral views to the opposite effect is perceived by some in
the community as "Catholic-bashing." The problem here is the one I
identified earlier, that we can disagree about moral views but we are
unable to argue rationally about
them. Does that mean we cannot
discuss subjects like the Virginia
custody ruling? I think not. We
must, however , carefully separate
the unarguable premises of our
conclusions from the premises on
which rational discourse can lead
to consensus or understanding.
Furthermore, it is imperative for
the health of our community that
we all. on every side , be very sensitive to the effects of our words and
our arguments . Language , no
matter how rational in a literal
sense, that makes gays or Catholics or anyone else feel excluded or
demeaned will not advance our
community quest for understanding. We do not need political correctness of any stripe-just empathy, respect, and intellectual rigor.
Michael M. Martin
Projessor oj Law

•

•

•

This letter, part of a multi-disciplinary response to Earl Phillips'
article "Is a Homosexual a Fit Parent?",
responds
from
a
. biopsychosocial perspective.
HOMOSEXUALITY AS A DISORDER To classify homoseXUality
as a disorder (Phillips article, para.
l)1serroneous. In 1973, theAmerican Psychiatric Association (APA)
changed its diagnosis ofhoinosexuality from a disease to a condition
that could be considered a disease
only if it was subjectively disturbing (ego-dystonic) to the person
("Homosexuality and American Psychiatry", R Bayer, 1981; "Male Homosexuality" , RC . Friedman,
1988).
Indeed, as Phillips himself has
stated, there is ¢1dence that "some
people are genetically predisposed
to homosexuality" ("Evidence for
Homosexual Gene" in Science, R
Pool. 1993). Phillips' comparison of
homosexuality with alcoholism,
however, is inaccurate. For while
alcoholism is a medical diagnOSiS
("Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual", APA, 1987). homosexuality is a mere biological predisposition, just like being left-handed is.
SEXUAL ORIENTATION AND
BEHAVIOR In paragraph five of
his article, Phillips states that there
is no scientific basis for the assertion that homosexual relations can
be as "natural and productive of
well-being as a heterosexual one."
In a 1981 research project conducted by Bell and Weinberg, the
authors concluded that "it is possible for both homosexuals and
heterosexuals to enjoy mature, constructive, and rewarding lives ...

Surely each [orientation) represents
a statement from and about the
deepest aspects of one's self and
the conscious or unconscious attempt to honor them." ("Sexual
Preference", A. Bell, M.S. Weinberg
and S.K. Hammersmith, 1981).
Furthermore, dividing relations
and individuals into homosexual
and heterosexual is fallacious, as
Kinsey had found that sexual orientation ran a spectrum running
from a scale of 0 to 6 ("Sexual
Behavior", Kinsey, 1948). a stan,
dard now used in the mental health
professiori.
HOMOSEXUALITY AND PARENTHOOD. Phillips asserts that
homosexual parents pose a serious
harm to the children and that they
should "remain chaste" has no basis in fact. In a 1978 study, Green
found that there was no statistical
relationship between homosexual
parents' sexual orientation and
their children's sex role, sex role
orientation and sexual preference
("Sexual Identity", Green, 1978).
Furthermore, homosexual parents'
disclosure of their sexual orientation in fact helped the children's
development ("Gay Fathers" in Family Relations, F. Bozzett; "Gay Fathers" in Family Coordinator, 1979;
"Gay Parents"in Journal of Counselin", Cramer, 1986).
For the foregOing reasons ,
Phillips' article has no basis from

Regarding the Virginia case,
Bottoms v. Bottoms, Mr. Phillips
maintains that Judge Buford M.
Parson's decision to remove a child
from the custody of her mother
over the objection ofboth biological
parents was "unexceptional." To be
sure, the Court does have the right
to remove a minor child from the
biological parents and place him
with someone who has no legal
custody. This right, however, is
usually reserved for the most extreme situation, such as physical
abuse or abandonment. ,When the
journal, Child Development, examined numerous studies conducted
to examine the possible effect that
a parent's homosexuality m ight
have on their child, no psychological disadvantages were found. Even
Mr . Phillips concedes that psychological damage to the child is merely
a "pOSSibility." In light of the empirical data, the Judge's ruling was
alarmingly exceptional.
The response from the journalistic community to Judge Parson's
decision was swift. Within two
weeks of the ruling, forty-six article~ strongly critical of the decision were published; none supported the ruling. Despite this, Mr.
Phillips is under the illusion that
he speaks for the majority. He would
have us believe that those who
reject his postulates have no scientific basis for their claim. This is

the biopsychosocial perspective.

just plainly incorrect; there I.s ample

Jorge J. Jacobo
Fordham Graduate School oj
Social Service, in conjunction with
,
Gay and Lesbian Association

•

•

•

The writings of Earl Phillips
regarding homosexuality and
parenting contain major factual
inaccuracies. Mr. Phillips asserts
that homosexuality is a sexual disorder characterized by compulsive
behavior. This notion is founded on
neither scientific nor legal theory;
it is sophistry. Every major medical and psychological organization,
including the American Psychiatric Association, dismisses Mr.
Phillips' characterization of homosexuality as empifically unfounded.
Yet, Mr. Phillips purports that his
theory is an appropriate foundation for setting public policy.
The cornerstone of Mr. Phillips'
assertion is his belief that a heterosexual union is the only natural
option. Theories based on naturalness are not new. Historically,
they are the standard argument of
last resort used by bigots who can
no longer support their oppressive
opinions with facts. The extermination of Jews, the enslavement of
African-Americans, and theoppression of women are but a few of the
shameful reminders of what has
been done in the name of "naturalness." Mr. Phillips' characterization of homosexuality as "unnatural" must be exposed as the instrument of oppression that it is.

scientific data that concludes a gay
lifestyle can be on par with its
heterosexual counterpart. Indeed,
one would have to make a concerted effort to ignore the volumes
of research that have shattered the
myths that comprise Mr. Phillips'
notions.
Ironically, it is those who have
embraced Mr. Phillips' view that he
wishes to punish most severely.
The bulk oIthe estimated six to ten
million children who have a homosexual parent were born within the
parameters of a heterosexual marriages. These individuals entered
into these \.!.nions believing, as Mr.
Phillips does, that it was the right
thing to do. Unfortunately, it was a
recipe for disaster. These marriages ended in divorce with custody issues to be resolved. Mr.
Phillips would have us reward these
people who subscribed to his
musings by taking away their children.
Hayden A. Coleman

GALLA

More Letters on Page 13
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Life's Great Pa"eant
Manhattan Borough
President Roth Messinger
recently made an appearance in McNally as part
of the celebration of 75
years of women at
Fordham Law.

,O ut at Shea Stadium, Fordham alum Dave
Howard checks out the turf (right). Closer to home,
ILJ editior-in-chief Greg Walters and managing
editor Carol Remy(lower left) relax after the stress of
two (count 'em) major conferences in the last month.
,Those would be their regular Corporate Law Institute shebang in October, and a meeting entitled,
"Entering the U.S. Securities Markets: Opportunities and Risks for Foreign Companies" that ran
November 17. Meanwhil~, over at IPLJ, Ken Gormley
(lower right) is oblivious to our flash, as well as to the
dinosaur lurking above.
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The Staff of the Advocate wishes you all a joyous holiday and a happy new year.
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Faces at Fordham

FORDHAM TAKES
What do you think REGIONALS IN
of the acquittal of NAT'L MOOT C'T
John Wayne
COMPETITION

Bobbitt?

LISA RADCLIFFE, Third-year
day: It just goes to show how sexist
the country still is. I'm not saying
what she did was right, but by the
same token, what he did isn't right,
either. I can see that an imbalance
of justice is going to be carried out,
based on the fact the- now she'll
have to stand trial for her actions.
It's a serious contradiction in what
is afforded men and what's given to
women.

MICHAEL PENNER, Third-year
day: According to the statutes, for a
man to be guilty of marital rape, he
has to do serious harm to the
woman, as opposed to a less stringent standard for non-marital rape.
I think that's a disparity that's very
unfairtowomen-ifyou'remarried,
you have to be beaten for it to be
called rape.

Fordham's National Moot Court Team has taken the
Region II crown!
Christopher Ray won the Best Speaker award, and also
wrote the second best brief. He and teammates Danielle
Keats Morris and Patrick Cox are now headed for the national
competition at the City Bar of New York in January.
'We felt good going in," said Ray at the Moot Court Board
offices recently. 'We practiced a lot - just about every day for
the past two months."
Morris was especially pleased with the team's performance in the fmal round. "It was a great round," she said,
"Great fun, especially with the support we got from the
student body. We were very thankful for thaLli
The team also expressed gratitude for the assistance of
faculty, as well as alumni who came in to judge practice
rounds.
The team won preliminary rounds over Brooklyn and
Seton Hall, then went on to best New York Law in the
quarterfmals, NYU in the semis, and Albany Law School in
the regional fmals.
The National Team was assisted by the Bench Team of Bill
Broderick, Scott Goldsmith, Nancy Myers, and Mariana
Olenko.
This year's question is in the area of products liability.
One issue, broadly stated, is whether Fede~al environmental
law pre-empts state common law tort claims. The other
addresses the propriety of awarding damages for the cost of
medical monitoring.
The National Moot Court Competition is sponsored by the
American Bar Association. To qualify for competition, team
members must have argued in another national competition
at their fIrst opportunity after joining the Moot Court Board.

DAVID PERL, First-year day
I can't be upset that he got off
r----------------------------------------------------on these charges - he was punished in some way. It's too bad the Computer Center (continued from Page 4)
system didn't work, but I guess in
this case, vigilanteism served a with the printers, which will use envelope printing altogether. Much
purpose.
solely Westlaw and Lexis paper re- will depend on the effectiveness of
spectively. Moreover, the installa- the Westlaw and Lexis dedicated
tion of the printers will ease the printers in alleviating the strain on
wear and tear on the Center's the laser printers.
Hewlett Packard models. Toner
5) The SBA, as soon as posand paper costs will likewise tumble. sible, will provide the Center with a
2) In order to insure against calendar of antiCipated busy peritheft or misplacement of disks found ods when more students will be
in the Center. A "disk box" is to be using the Center. The information
placed on the Lab Monitors' desk. will better allow Maslinoff and her
Disks left inadvertently overnight staff in preparing for the 'rush' and
CAROL REMY, Third-year day
will be placed in the box, which will eliminating potential problems such
At the firm where I worked this
be locked. Patti Maslinoffhas sug- as overcrowding.
past summer, all the male attorgested that students place their
With these new guidelines in
neys were passing the article around
names and phone numbers on all place, the circulation of petitions
and laughingaboutit. They thought
diskettes so that they could be called and tales of exasperation of stuit was a very funny story, but the
in case they leave it in the center. It dents will likely fade away. All
last line stated that the wife claimed
would also help guarantee privacy. members of the Fordham Law Comshe was raped by the husband. I
3) Wordperfect 5.2 for Windows munity stand to benefit when the
thought it was ironic that nobody
will be reconfigured to use the DOS Center overcomes its problems and
noticed it when the story broke,
5.1 keyboard commands. Students serves the students in a more effiknowledgeable in DOS 5.1 com- cient manner. What will come as a
and it was very sad that no one saw
it from the woman's perspective.
mands will be better able to use surprise to most students is that
Windows. Windows programs, by Fordham's state-of-the-art center
most computer expert accounts, has probably the most liberal and
represents the wave of the future. "student-friendly" poliCies of any
-John Wayne Bobbitt's wife, Lorena, awaits trial for cutting off his
4) A decision will be made in the law school computer facility in the
penis while he slept. She accused him of repeatedly raping and abusing near future on whether or not to United States. Tune in next week
her during their marriage. He was acquitted of these charges.
limit or control bond paper and to find out why.
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bonald 1. Zoeller

Litigating before the Court

L.EN~ VEPOS1TlON STYI"E OFTEN,W~RS

POWN ·,·US OPPONf.HTS ••.

By Robert Cinque
Donald J. Zoeller remembers
many of his Fordham pr'o fessors
fondly, but he remembers Professor Len Manning especially well.
"He had an outstanding way
of getting people to think like a
lawyer. As a lawyer, you're dealing with something developmental- you have to understand how
it got to be this way, what motivates it, where it's heading. If you
want to deal in the leading edge of
the law, you have to plug it into
policy and philosophy and logic."
Zoeller, a senior partner with
Mudge Rose, adjunct professor of
trial advocacy, national chairman
of the Annual Fund, and a 1958
graduate of the evening program,
has spent a good part of his career on the leading edge of the
law. His most prominent case,
Zenith v. Matsushtta. 475 U.S.
574(1986), revolutionized the use
of the old standby, Rule 56(d ) of
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
"When I took civil procedure,
the prevailing wisdom was to forget summary judgment," he recalled. Naturally, he didn't buy
that line of thinking. "It wasn't
that judges were hostile to summary judgment, but that the
motions were poorly presented.
Mostly, they amounted to 'we
didn't do it,' and 'we didn't do it'
doesn't make a summary judgment motion."
Plaintiff Zenith, the American electonics manufacturer,
brought suit against several J apanese companies, alleging a pricedumping conspiracy aimed at
driving out those who dominated
the American mar keto In developing their defense, Zoeller and his
associates went-back to basics_
"We took several mundane
things and put them all together.
First, we argued that if, taking all
the plaintiffs evidence, it will not
give rise to a triable issue that
would lead to recovery for the
plaintiff, then the action should
be dismissed." Standard summary judgment law.
Next, they attacked a weakness in Zenith's case. Zenith, in
short, was trying to prove a conspiracy from facts that did not
support such an inference. "Juries can't draw any inference they
please - they can only draw inferences that arise logically and
naturally from the facts."
The fmal element was economic. Zenith alleged that the
Japanese firms were engaging in

the alleged dumping for twenty
years. "Any economist will tell
you that's pure madness," Zoeller
observed. "The conspiracy they
were alleging, then, was illogtcal."
By putting together those
basic elements, Zoeller established a new approach to summary judgments. "The hostility
that many judges evinced toward summary judgment," he
noted, "gave way to granting them
when they were well-presented.
What we said to the Court was
this: if predatory pricing is to be
interpreted as simply pricing
that's too low for a competitor's
taste, you're turning the antitrust laws into a weapon to destroy competition. You have get
the court to look at the broader
picture, and show what kind of
mischief can be created if they
interpret your case in a way other
than the way you're proposing.
"If you can get your client out
without a trial, and win it, you
have done the client a great service."
As might be surmised from
his successes,litigation is anatural fit for Zoeller, and he recommends the field highly. "One of
the nice things about it is the
opportunity to work on a wide
variety of things. Today you might
work on a construction case, tomorrowan antitrust case, the
day after it may be a takeover
fight. If you don't mind the fact
that you're always learning and
unlearning, always in new fields
oflaw and new fields of fact, it's
very enjoyable - it keeps renew- ing itself."
Zoeller regards this openness
to new learning as essential. "I
don't like for lawyers, working
for me on a case, to just pull
books off a shelf and look at
cases until they have thought
about the proposition, until
they've asked themselves, 'What
makes sense? What should the
law be?' They should do this
before they get down to what the
law is. That will set their minds
right to understand how it fits
into something rational. One
thing I was always discouraged
to see in a memorandum was,
'The cases are hopelessly in conflict. ' Once in a while they are,
but more often the analysis is
defiCient, and the writer hasn't
found the thread that binds them.
"The thread is what I want to
see."
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Movie Review: DANGEROUS
GAME
by: Tracy Murphy
"DANGEROUS GAME" explores
what happens when art becomes
life for film director Eddie Israel
(played by Harvey Keitel) as the
boundaries between the movie he
is directing and the life he is living
diSintegrate. This is a movie-withina-movie, ofteninterspliced by gritty
documentary-style video of Israel
explaining to his actors the emotional, philosophical and spiritual
development of his "Mother of Mirrors." The drama unfolds as Israel
drives his actors into emotional
turmoil to get the performance he
wants as he himself comes apart.
At one point Israel extols his lead
actor to do either more cocaine and
booze or less, but to do what he
must in order to give Israelthe kind
of performance he needs.
The drive to near-insanity isn't
very far for Francis Bums (played
by James Russo) as he takes
method acting to its extremes, playing the psychopathically hedonistic husband opposite Sarah
Jennings' reformed party-girl wife.
Sarah (played by Madonna) screams
at Burns, "You can't act! To playa
drunk you've gotta be drunk! Why
don't you just act!" But it appears
Israel wont take anything less than
reality for his film.
To further blur the boundaries
between life and celluloid fantasy,
Israel's wife is played by Nancy

Ferrara, real life director Abel
Ferrara's wife. She was very convincing as the wife of a maniacal
director. Which raises the question, is the film autobiographical?
For Ferrara's sake, I hope not.
"Dangerous Game" makes filmmaking look like spiritual self-immolation.
Ferrara directed Keitel in the
dark and compelling "Bad Lieutenant," which emerged as one of last
year's most talked-about films.
"Dangerous Game" does not have
the same unremitting level of violence but the dialogue will make
you sink into your seat. The movie
raises some interesting questions
about personal integrity and is good
food for discussion afterward. The
characters were so self-indulgent,
however, that it was hard to feel
sympathy for their pain.
If you generally prefer foreign
films you will enjoy this film more
than the standard Hollywood fare.
"Dangerous Game" is the first film
produced by the Madonna-owned
Maverick corporation. The movie is
a serious attempt at art. It is
Madonna's first movie in which she
doesn't sing a line on the
soundtrack.
I hope that Maverick will continue to try and fill that niche between the schmaltz and idiocy of
big budget Hollywood productions
and the subtitled angst of foreign
film. "Dangerous Game" is raw,
witty, and for those with a fascination for the darker side of human
character, worth a look.

Busy? I got five hundred guys an hau
praying for aces, forty thousand pray rs
a day for horses running at 100 to 1, and
I'm backed up on world peace until 20 9!
Look, I get to final exams again 0
Tuesday - maybe I can squeeze y ou i n
You got your fa x number handy ?

R5 '93

CROSSW RD® Crossword
Edited by Stan Chess
Puzzle Created by Richard Silvestri
ACROSS
1 Monkeyshine
6 Withhold the
tip
11 Bother
14 Domino plays
it
15 Bush-league
16 Overpermissive
17 W'rrj did
Fitzgerald sing
"mi: Holmes?
19 Mr. Adams
aoo_ ("50s
TV show)
20 Gives the
once-over
21 Villagers
23 Slum problem
25 Nuts
26 Workout spot
29 Jersey
bouncers?
31 Zoo
attractions
34 Feel busy
35 Stretched out
loosely
37 Alcohol bumer
38 Featured
players

40 _Friday
41 Imposing
group

42 Ne plus litra
43 Go back ID
page one
45 Lines
overhead
46 Pre-election
event
48 Ponzi scheme.
e.g.
49 "Hold on Tighr
band
50 "I Still See
_"(Paint

Your Wagon
52
54
57
60
61

64
65
66

lune)
Speaker of
diamond fame
Holds in check
Different
Ganery display
Is thi.s in the
style of a
devilfish,
Holmes?
Spanish sea
Star in Cygnus
Raise the

68 Piecesof
eights?
69 Inhibit
DOWN
1 Chela. for one
2 Guitarist
Lofgren
3 Address
4 "The bombs
bursting_
5 Issues orders
6' Linfe. 1D a
lassie
7 Dieing wish
8 Following
along
9 Bird or Barkley
10 Dressing type
11 Where did this
fruit come
from. Holmes?
12 Humorist

Barry
13 Babe's
buddies
18 ArtifICial-fabric
component
22 Moguf master
24 It's often set
26 Bar food
27

28 How do the
sheep get into
the pen.
Holmes?
30 Certain
servicewomen
32 Hitting_
cylinders
33 Authority
36 Makea
decision
39 Gave a hand
41 Came dean
43 Does some
cobbling
44 Biblical brother
47 Torrent of
abuse
51 Young . Ladd
and King
53 Easily-spfit
rock
54 Summer place
55 Voiced
56 A foe of Pan's
58 Q.E.D. middle
59 Have value
62 Stomach
muscles, for
shoo
63 "_dam

WE'RE NOT THE BEST
BECAUSE WE'RE THE

WE'RE THE BIGGEST
BECAUSE WE'RE THE
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Viewpoint

A Europe Too Far?
By Dennis Oswell
In recent weeks voices from
President Clinton's cabinet have
cast American -European economic
relations into unsettled waters.
According to recent comments by,
among others, Mr. Warren Christopher, Secretary of State and Mr.
Mickey Kantor, US trade representative' a more bountiful catch awaits
US traders in Asia. Europe, this
thinking continues, is rapidly losingimportancein theeyesofAmerican policy makers and business.
Such thinking is simplistic and
myopic.
Fifty years ago American and
European leaders drafted a blueprint for a post war global trading
regime. By following the open market principals ofthe General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)
and the International Monetary
Fund (1M F) , America, Europe and
now Asia have become rich. Much
of this lesson has been lost on
those who contend that America is
best served by focusing our investments more on Asia and less on
Europe. More foreign investment
for one region does not have to
equal less for another. This is not
how trade works. By allowing capital and goods to seek their most
efficient markets, without psychological coercion from politicians,
everybody gains, together.
It's no secret that America's
trade with Asia is growing faster
than transatlantic trade; but so is
Europe's. During the twenty years
from 1969-89 trade between the
European Community and East
Asia exploded by 240%; trade between the EC and America increa
sed by only 108% during this
time. Everybody wants to increase
economic ties with Asia. Europe
and America, struggling with recession, look towards astonishing
Asian growth rates and ever-more
prosperous consumers as a way to
energize their economies through
exports and two-way investment.
This makes sense.
But to argue that a growing
region is increasing in importance
is not to say that existing markets
don't remain essential. Especially
when trade deficits are so politically sensitive - we're in the red
with every major East Asian tradtpg nation, $89 billion in all. With
Europe we have a $6 billion surplus. Furthermore, European investment in America through 1992
stood at $249 billion while Americans had $239 billion invested on
the continent - a balanced capital
account. With Asian investors holding $108 billion here to our $78
billion in Asia, the numbers, reflecting the less open nature of
their markets, are not so favorable.
Is this the time to turn away from
the near 400 million West Europeans who so happily buy our goods?
And what of Eastern Europe and
Russia? These blossoming markets, at Europe's doorstep, crave
American goods and investment.
We can't service Poland from Ma-

laysia.
If anything we need more of

Europe, not less. Aside from Europeans having more open markets some Asian nations are not even
members of the GATT - the continent enjoys greater political stability and a more secure business
environment to protect our investments. Indeed, lack of adequate
intellectual property rights protection in Asia costs American business billions of dollars every year in
lost sales and profits. Over the next
decade, Asian worries will include
a posturing, nuclear armed North
Korea; the absorption of the region's
most vibrant market - Hong Kong by China and numerous potential
armed clashes over disputed borders and islands. This in a region
currently experiencing a de facto
rearmament race.
Much attention has focused as
of late on U.S. policy efforts to
strengthen Pacific economic ties by
giving a champagne launch to the
multinational Asia-Pacific Economic Council (APEC). Our military presence in Asia is valued for
the stability it brings to an unsettled region. The value of our
economy as a provider rather than
purchaser, while substantial.
should not be overestimated. Asian
developing countries are linked
more strongly with Japan who has
taken over from America as their
main source of foreign direct investment
Admittedly, our relationship
with Europe is no less complex.
But existing political difficulties
should not be allowed to obscure
the importance of our long-standing business relationship with Europe.
American workers know the
value of friendly relations with Europe: 2.5 million of them are employed by European firms in
America, half in the high-wage,
manufacturing sector. This is more
than three times the 700,000 employed by Asian businesses. In
addition, these European operations provide American suppliers
(and their workers) with $33 billion
worth of new plant and eqUipment
orders; 50% more than that invested by local Asian firms. Add on
another two million U.S. jobs supported by exports to Europe and
the picture should start coming in
to focus.
Clearly the transatlantic business relationship is far from desiccated and is not deserving of short
shrift when we calculate our national interest. Through mutual
trade and business ventures Americans and Europeans have enjoyed
a prosperous voyage on the world
trade ship. As other regions come
of their economic own and open
their markets, they deserve to share
a seat at the helm. Asia, following
Japan's example, seems ready to
come aboard. Latin America has
started down the same road. Excellent. But remember the simple

logic that global trade and investment has greater benefits than a
two way regional exchange. Multinational corporations acknowledge
this by considering a presence in
Europe, America and Asia as a

prerequisite to true global success.
It would be foolhardy if in the ex-

citement of new opportunities
American politicians began ignoring the European third of this triad.
Japan won't.

Letters (continued from page 7)
To address just one point in
Professor Phillips's curiously jaundiced View in the November 8 issue
of The Advocate: By dealing in
stereotypes, he undermines his own
alcoholic parent/homosexual parent analogy. The child of a functional alcoholic parent suffers not
so much from exposure to sporadic
bouts of drunkenness, but far more
often and more insidiously from
the inability to discern a character
model in a parent whose identity is
blurred by his or her addiction.
The alcoholic parent lives in a
state of denial that requires the
creation of a persona to maintain
the appearance of normalcy. Booze
has submerged the true self. The
alcoholic parent alternately lavishes
and withholds love and alternately
demands and rejects love, thus
confounding the child.
Recovery requires not just abstinence from the drug of choice,
but a search for and restoration of
one's true identity, not the denial of
it. To suggest. as Professor Phillips
does, that the stifling of one's identityin addiction is equivalent to the
expression ofit through sexual love
-,-even same-gender sexual love is perverse.
The alcoholic traditionally has
prayed for the serenity to accept
the things he cannot change. I
wish that Professor Phillips, too,
will fmd serenity.

prohibiting women from working
outside the home, and laws enforcing segregation of people by race.
In fact, nature was often cited as a
rationale for slavery itself. Now I do
not believe that Professor Phillips
subscribes to the beliefs that were
at the root of those laws, but the
examples should serve as important warnings about arguments
based on what is "natural." All too
often, nature has been a way to use
outdated stereotypes in order to
exclude people.
As for Professor Phillips, as in
the past, there will be those that
call for his resignation, or for his
silence. There is an unfortunate
strand of thought that attempts to
shut. out and shut up people with
"unsavory" opinions. Naturally,
Professor Phillips has the right to
his opinion, and the right to express it.
More importantly, though, Professor Phillips gives the Fordham
community an opportunity to show
what we are truly about. In my
opinion, one of the core principles
of this school is respect for one
another. We all heard it our first
day here, and though we sometimes don't live up to our aspirations, we have a chance to now.
Fordham ought to be about teaching and learning respect for different people and different beliefs;
whether those beliefs are political
or religious or whatever.
John Collins, 4E
We have an opportunity to show
that, whatever our own choices, we
do not subscribe to Professor
•
• •
Phillips's message of exclusion, and
Professor Phillips has used a we refuse to treat people with such
recent Virginia custody case to serve disregard. We should not let Proas a vehicle for his annual diatribe fessor Phillips's name calling go
against what he views as the immo- unchallenged, but that does not
rality and deviance of gays and require us to name call back. It
lesbians. In a school that prides requires us to stand up and make
itself on a sense of community, it is it known that his message of hate
unfortunate that.a tenured profes- and exclUSion is not what Fordham
sor would so maliciously seek to is about. We are a community of
exclude a portion of its members. many different people, and whether
All the more unfortunate that he we agree with them or not, whether
would attempt to do so using name we like them or not, we ought to
calling and negative stereotypes.
have respect for one another.
Professor Phillips may long for
We do not need to shout down
the days before tolerance of gay Professor Phillips, nor should we
lifestyles, when men and women think about silenCing him. Howknew what was natural and what ever, we do need to show him that
was right. However, his romanti- we do not appreciate his charactercized notions of this past and of ization of our colleagues, our classnature ignore the fact that nature mates, and our friends.
has often been used as the justification for other laws such as those
Edward A. Hosp '94

More Letters on Page 15

Happy Holidays
Enjoy them safely - don't drink and drive!
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BOTTLE AND GLASS

A Few Terms of Oenological Art
By James C. Maroults
Robert Parker, a noted wine critic,
describes the 1987 Chateau LafiteRothschild thus: "The lead-pencil, vanillin-scented, leafy, cedary bouquet is
just beginning to emerge. In the mouth,
the wine is light, displaying a soft,
supple texture, some acidity, but little
tannin." Robert M. Parker, Jr., Bordeaux 208 (1991). Even after reading
this review, however, many people have
no idea how the '87 Laflte tastes, because they can't figure out what Mr.
Parker is saying. Unfortunately, jargon
pervades the world of wine. Many
people don't feel comfortable discussing wine, because they feel ignorant or
because they fear they will say something embarrassing. Today's column
addresses this problem by describing
some common wine terms.
Most people feel uncomfortable
describing a wine's flavor, because they
almost never describe a food's flavor . If
you eat a good hamburger, you might
say, "this is a good hamburger." You
are unlikely to say, "this hamburger
has a lovely, earthy nose and long,
heavy, rich, beefy flavors that are perfectly complimented by the Ketchup's
tangy; toasty, tomato and sugar tastes ."
Therefore, don't feel bad if you are
uncomfortable describing wine at first.
With a little practice, you'll get the hang
of it.
Terms Regarding Bouquet and
Flavor
Words that describe a wine's bouquet or flavor are the easiest wine jargon to understand. Most of these words
simply describe what the taster believes the wine tastes like. Therefore, if
you think a wine tastes like cherries,
you might say that it has "cherry flavors." In theory, you can use any word
that you believe accurately describes
the wine's taste or smell.
When describing a wine's flavor,
try to use terms that other people can
understand. The only reason to describe a wine is to share your perceptions others. If you use terms that
other people don't understand, you
defeat the whole point of talking about
wine. For example, I once received an
advertisement that invited me to purchase a wine that had "lush flavors of
rainforest floor." I have no idea what a
rainforest's floor tastes like, and I have
even less inclination to find out. Mter
I spent a moment imagining the ad's
author lickingfesteringAmazontan soil,
I deCided not to buy the wine.
Many times, a wine's bouquet or
flavor can be described in terms of a
fruit. Thus it is common to hear a white
wines described as tasting like peaches,
lemons, mellon, apples, or pears. Likewise, a red wine may taste like cherries,
strawberries, plums, raspberries, or
blackberries. Further, many Cabernet
Sauvignons and red Bordeauxs are
described as tasting of blackcurrants. I
have always wanted to ask a wine critic,
"When was the last time you ate a
blackcurrant?" Although most people
don't eat too many blackcurrants these
days, this term is firmly entrenched in
the wine world. It generally is used to
describe red wines with rich, dark,
strong, concentrated fruit flavors. Further, some wines are described as tasting of redcurrants. This term is closely
akin to a raspberry flavor.
A wine's flavor or bouquet may
also be described in terms of spices or
other aromatics. If you think the term
accurately describes a wine's flavor . it
is perfectly acceptable to describe a
wine as tasting like pepper, cedar, tobacco, leather, briar, lilacs, vanilla,
minerals, smoke or any other term that
you feel is appropriate.

Terms Regarding a Wine's
Nose: This word means bouquet.
like oak-<>nly oak can give a wine an
Thus, you can say that a wine has a oaky flavor. I've heard many people,
Structure
Because words that describe a "cherry nose. " Although this term is however, describe a wine as "oaky"
wine's structure are less subjective than somewhat pretentious, I use it because when there was absolutely no flavor of
words that describe its flavor . these I don't like saying bouquet repeatedly. oak. People seem to use this term
Off: If a wine is spoiled, oxidized,
because they think it sounds sophisti terms are more difficult to use. These
cated. Before bandying this term abou t,
terms don't focus on a wine's bouquet or otherwise flawed it may be "off."
Rich: A rich wine has strong, deep. go out and try an oaky bottle of wine.
or flavor; rather, they describe how the
See. e .g. , Caymus Barrel Fermented
wine interacts with your mouth. For fruity flavors .
Sharp:
A
sharp
wine
is
bitter
or
has
Sauvignon
Blanc (around $12); Kendall
example, we all know how acids such
Jackson Chardonnay (around $9).
as vinegar or lemon juice affect the a strong acidic flavor.
Tannic: A tannic wine tastes of
Speaking in Full Sentences
palate. Thus, although the term "acidic"
tannin.
Tannin is a substance in grape
Mter improving your wine vocabudoes not tell what a wine tastes like,
this term gives a good idea what it skins, grape stems and other sub- 1ary. you are ready to speak in full
would be like to drink a wine. Here are stances such as tea. Tannin coats your sentences. Generally, a wine is demouth and palate and makes them scribed by referring to its color, bousome other helpful terms:
pucker.
Because grape skins are used quet, flavor and structure. Thus you
Aftertaste: Is the flavor that is left
in your mouth after you swallow the to m,ake red wines, red wines have far might describe a red wine that you like
wine. Synonyms include finish and more tannin than white wines. Young thus : "This wine has a deep red color
length. Thus you might deSCribe a wine red Bordeauxs tend to be tannic. As a and a lovely bouquet of raspberries and
as having "a cherry bouquet, flavors of red wine ages , its tannin fades. People tobacco. On the palate, it is a fat wine
commonly say that a wine has a lot of with strong blackcurrant flavors , good
raspberries, and a peppery finish ."
Austere: Austere wines are hard "tannin" or a lot of "tannins." Both balance, and a powerful finish." Contrariwise, you might describe a red
wines with little fruit flavor . They gen- usages are correct.
Viscous: Sometimes a particularly wine that you dislike thus: "This wine
erally aren't that tasty. This term is
rich, concentrated, sweet wine will be has a dull, cloudy color and a hot.
usually used to describe white wines.
described
as "viscous." I don't know if vegetal nose. On the palate, this is a
Balance: Is the interactions among
the wine's various components. Thus these wines are any thicker than ordi- hard, sharp, acidic wine, lacking in
a wine is well-balanced if its tannins, nary wines, but they seem thicker. frutt or charm." With a little practice,
fruit, and acidity compliment each Further, viscous wines are sometimes you. too, can sound this pretentious.
other. If one of a wine's components called "chewy."
WARNING
Troublesome Terms
dominates all of its other elements, the
A few terms tend to give people
wine is "awkward."
Well, it's November, and it's just a
Big: A big wine has a very full body. trouble.
matter of time before Beaujolais
Corked: Many people mistakenly Nouveau rears its ugly head again.
Body: Body refers to the strength
ofawine'sflavor. Cabernet Sauvignons refer to a wine as "corked" if they see a Beaujolais Nouveau is the first wine
tend to have strong flavors and are small piece of cork floating in the glass. produced each year in France. In a
Rather, a "corked" wine is a wine that matter of days, this wine is pressed,
"fullbodied."
had a faulty cork. The cork's flaw causes fermented, bottled, and shipped around
Bouquet: Is a wine's smell, aroma,
or "nose."
the wine to taste like the cork. Corked the world. Before the glue on the labels
Brawny: A powerful. heavy wine wines smell dank and musty, and they is dry, the first batch is flown to
sophistos in the United States who
with a full flavor . Many times, people have little fruit flavor.
Earthy: This term has both a posi- attend absurd Bacchanalian parties to
use "brawny" to refer to strong wines
tive and a negative meaning. In its celebrate the grape harvest. A few days
with less than perfect balance.
Closed: A closed wine is a wine that positive sense earthy refers to rich later, this stuff is sent to every wine
does not exhibit all of its flavors , be- smells of clean earth. Some foods, merchant in town. Doubtless, at least
cause it is too yourig. Sometimes when such as qUail and truffles, have nice. one of them wili try to swindle you into
a wine is young, it is impossible to taste earthy flavors. Similarly, good red buying some. Don't be fooled; this wine
its fruit flavors because they are masked Burgundies or Oregon Pinot Noirs tend is truly awful. It is produced by unby tannin. Wines can close up for less to have tasty, earthy flavors. I tend use scrupulous growers who own inferior
"earthy" in its positive sense. In its vineyard, grow inferior grapes, and use
than a year or more than a decade.
negative sense, an earthy wine tastes inferior techniques. Further, despite
Complex: A complex wine has a
the fact that most wine improves with
number of different flavors . A wine that like dirt.
Oaky: An oakywine tastes like oak age, "Nouveau" is sold when it is brand
stimulates different parts of your nose
because it has been aged in an oak new. The stuff tastes like Welches grape
and tongue is a complex.
Dumb: A dumb wine is so severely barrel and has taken on the barrel's juice spiked with pure grain alcohol.
closed that it is unlikely to open in the flavor. Grapes, themselves, don't taste Don't fall for the hype, Just say "no,"
future. Although a person might expect a closed wine to taste good in a few
years, people have no such expectations of dumb wines. Many 1975 Bordeaux reds are looking pretty dumb.
Fat: In the world of wine, "fat" is a
compliment. Fat wines come from hot
years where the grapes reach full ripeness and have low acidity. Fat wines
taste rich and smooth.
Flabby: Unlike fat, flabby is an
insult. A flabby wine's taste has little
definition.
Fruity : A fruity wine is supposed to
have nice fruit flavors . I have noticed,
The Advocate is sponsoring an "Unplugged" night at the Plaza
however, that many restaurants and
Cafe in the Lowenstein Building on Thursday, January 20, and
wine shops describe every light, inSipid
performers of all stripes are invited. The intimate setting of the
wine as tasting "fruity." Watch out for
"fruity wines."
Plaza Cafe allows singers and comedians alike to connect with
Hard: A hard wine has high levels
their audience - without microphones,
of acid or tannin that prevent the taster
from appreciating the wine's flavor.
All interested performers should sign up on The Advocate's
Some hard wines soften with age.
bulletin board, which is conveniently located opposite the Student
Harsh: A harsh wine is excessively
Lounge on the Garden Level, or call us at 636-6964. We look
hard.
forward to hearing from you!
Hot: A wine is "hot" if the alcohol
overpowers its bouquet or flavor. A
powerful alcohol bouquet offends the
nose, . and a powerful alcohol flavor
burns the mouth: A hot wine's balanoe
is flawed.
Lush: A lush wine is smooth, rich,
and powerful. It is not hard or astringent.
Massive: A massive wine is very
big.

Calling all singers~
strummers and
storytellers!

NOTE: Deadline to sign
UP is January 12!
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Letters (continued from page 13)
Earl Phillips' article "Is a Homosexual a Fit Parent?," which appeared in the November 8. 1993
Advocate. demonstrates the kind
of bigotry which lesbians and gays
continue to face in this country.
That a court would tear a child
away from her mother because the
judge disapproves of the intrinsic
character of the mother is appalling. But even more troublesome is
Phillips' endorsement of the decision based on specious social
theory.
Phillips' characterization oflesbians and gays as "disordered" is
not only offenSive. but is simply
incorrect. The medical community
denounced such thinking over
twenty years ago. and today no
credible source holds that lesbians
and gays are any different from
other people. Further. it is becoming increasingly clear through bona
fide scientific studies that affection
orientation is genetically determined. That does not make homosexuality a disorder. any more than
would having a particular hair color
or height. also genetically determined. Rather. homosexuality is
simply an immutable aspect of character which has no bearing on parental skills. employment ability.
or one's morality. As with any such
aspect of character not relevant to
a person's functional ability in society. it should not be discriminated against.
Phillips bases much of the discussion on his own personal views
of morality and natural law. Except for the article's puerile lesson
in anatomy. it is not clear how we
are to recognize what is natural or
moral. Natu,r al law has appeared
repeatedly at dark periods in human history as a way for sanctimonious majorities to oppress those
who are different. However. the
American legal tradition stands for
the contrary position.
By far the most important standard for determining parental fitness is love for the child. Gays and
lesbians show the same undying
love for their children as others.
even in the face of impossible demands by society. To insist otherwise offends the reality of the growing number of families who do not
fit into the "traditional" definition
o.ffamily.
Finally. Phillips claims that a
same-sex household will confuse
the child. Yet the proposal that one
should deny one's sexuality can
hardly create a healthy environment. Should we allow societal
prejudice to bring shame into the
household. or create sham marriages as cover? The gay and lesbian community emphatically says
no. Rather. we insist on living
openly. as do all other members of
SOCiety. to ensure the continued
vitality and health of our families.
Andrew Richards
Co-chairperson
Gay and Lesbian Law
Association

I was appalled to pick up the
Advocate last week and read Professor Phillips' article of Nov. 8.
1993 [Is a Homosexual a Fit Parent?]. As this piece was written by
a professor of law. I would have
expected at least an implicit grounding in some accepted legal precedent or a solid legal or social argument. However. what I read was a
bigoted. clearly unresearched. and
somewhat ignorant statement of
custodial rights in family law that
blatantly ignored possible constitutional issues of discrimination
against individuals based solely
upon their status as homosexuals.
It is possible (albeit unlikely)
that Professor Phillips received degrees in both psychology and theology before gracing Fordham with
his presence. This might explain
his sweeping comments about the
"disorder" of homoseXUality which,
analogous (as he claims) to the
disease of alcoholism. "injure[s] a
child. sometimes in body, but always in soul." Indeed, this disorder
prevents such "immoral" and "unnatural"1ndividuals from (l gather)
true and complete happiness in
their "spiritual and psychological
realms". One can only presume
that Professor Phillips is either
unaware that the American PsychiatricAssociation stopped listing
homosexuality as a "disorder" back
in the early '70's, or that he has
evidence to the contrary that he
simply chose not to share with his
reading audience. And I would like
to know where he learned that exposure to homosexuality is (like
acute alcoholism) harmful to a
child's soul.
The only scientific . evidence
given even cursory inspection in
Professor Phillips' article is that
individuals may be predisposed
towards homosexuality. However.
that fact only made its way into an
otherwise conclusory rejection of
the (assumed) homosexual lifestyle
by skewing it towards his thesis
that homoseXUality is inherently
immoral. Professor Phillips stated
ll21 that homosexuality may be a
genetic trait. but that a predisposition to homosexuality paralleled
that of alcoholism. No explanation
was given for his jump from genetic
trait to self~destructive. diseaseladen trait. Readers were left to
ponder how the mere existence of a
possible genetic trait trumped the
assertion that homosexuals could
live natural and productive lives. I
can only assume that Professor
Phillips linked homosexual predisposition with alcoholic tendency
because ~ believes that both are
genetic "disorders". But. as he so
gleefully stated in his article. that
assertion begs the question. Professor Phillips may (or may not) be
interested to hear that many homosexual individuals live happy.
productive. healthy lives (apparently unaware of their incomplete
spiritual and psychological development. or ofthe irreparable damage to their souls.) In fact. Profes-

sor Phillips' statements notwithstanding. psychological studies do
exist and have shown that realization and acceptance of their true
sexual orientation. rather than attempting to conform to societal
norms. generally leads to improved
psychological health. But, more
importantly. no evidence has been
found to substantiate the claim
that children raised by homosexual
parents suffer severe. irreparable
psychological harm. Rather. stud-,
ies show that those children are
raised in environments at least as
nurturing and supportive of the
children's psychological and social
health as children raised by heterosexual parents. Indeed. these
studies show that children raised
by homosexual parents are less
likely to be sexually or physically
abused. I believe that would be in
any child's best interests.
Professor Phillips argued that
depriving an individual of custody
based solely on his or her status as
a homosexual was not problematic
in that the "immoral and unnatural" view of homosexuality had historical roots: "Everyone held [such
a view] until quite recently and
even now most people probably still
do." While Professor Phillips' statement is debatable. the argument is
simply wrong. The statement is
certainly open to debate. especially
because identifying oneself as homosexualin today's society generally leads to explosive violence and
various forms of discrimination
(such as having one's parental
rights terminated for that reason
alone.) The risks inherent 1n advocating homosexual rights basically
smother what might otherwise be a
fru,i tful and advantageous political
debate. But even assuming Professor Phillips was correct in his assessment ofthe majority's views on
this subject. its a moot pOint.
Thankfully. the Equal Protection
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. and the corresponding Equal
Protection component of the Fifth
Amendment of the United States
Constitu tion, negates just such a
stunted theory. A history ,o f cultural. and even statutory. intolerance towards people due to their
race, gender. and. I would argue.
sexual orientation. does not validate such invidious discrimination.
When. for example. the Supreme
Court decided such cases as Brown .
v. Board of Education and Loving v.
Vir~nia. many states had enforceable segregatory and miscegenous
legislation that was sanctioned by
a politically powerful White majority. The fact that discrimination
exists. however. and has been tolerated. accepted. even sanctioned
by majorities through the political
process does n21 necessarily mean
that such conduct is constitutionally sound. As the Supreme Court
noted in 1964: "A citizen's constitutional rights can hardly be infringed simply because a majority
of the people choose that it be."
Majoritarian norms are not the

proper answer to the type of discrimination faced by "insular and
discrete minorities" such as Mrican Americans. women. and homosexuals.
Considering the relatively baseless arguments peppered throughout his article. I am left with the
impression that not only did Professor Phillips not read the Bottoms opinion (as he stated). but
perhaps he has not read the numerous other opinions regarding
homosexuals' family rights. Indeed. I would be surprised to learn
that he has read any critical commentary in this area throughout
the past decade. Certainly. this
would explain his assumption that
homosexuals are an immoral, psychologically deprived g(,oup of such
inSignificant proportions in today's
society that most people would
agree with his summary dismissal
of their (presumed) lifestyle and
unnatural existence. However. over
the last twenty years. and perhaps
partially in response to articles such
as Professor Phillips' which contain almost comical sweeping assertions of what society should recognize as "natural" and "moral"
and "right". 139 jurisdictions including 19 states - have enacted
some form of legislation to combat
discrimination based solely upon
sexual orientation. At the very
least, the notion that homosexuality may be natural is no longer
"novel". In fact. considering the
various obstacles that had to be
overcome in order to get such legislation passed. I would think homosexuals would not only be "fit" parents. but the likelihood is strong
that such individuals might then
raise their children in a household
able to accept and appreCiate the
diversity inherent to a pluralistic
society.
Pamela Rosen. '94
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